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JEA 1G12 - GAGS - AUTO RELATED

[u-bit #19200123]

Clips From Early Silent Films

23:00:14      comic in auto with painted background traveling by, another man
                    falling off and running to get back on auto while dodging parts of
                    auto as they fall off until only skeleton of auto is left

23:01:18      chase sequence in restaurant
23:02:10      top of auto rising to rescue woman on second story of building then being
                    lowered to reconnect with bottom half of auto and then driving away
                    to escape villain

23:02:52      policemen in chase sequences in “Patrol” truck etc. with Ben Turpin

23:07:53      Charlie Chaplin in clip from Mabel At The Wheel  (1914) - Charlie and Mabel
-23:08:45     riding on motorcycle, Mabel falling off and landing in mud puddle while
                    Charlie is unaware

23:08:47      sequence with extended auto coming out of Indian teepee, etc.

23:12:25      clip from Lizzies Of The Field  (1924) - autos in race passing over man    [also see1X72
-23:13:07     in road digging hole with pickax, autos crashing into sight of “Men At     17:21:17-17:22:19]
                    Work”, “Road Closed”                                                                             [also on 1G13
                                                                                                                                    04:13:20-04:13:51]

23:13:38      auto being caught between two trolleys going in opposite directions,        [also see
-23:13:55     squashed auto along street                                                                                                         ]

23:13:58      Snub Pollard in auto with magnet from It’s A Gift  (1923)                        [also see 1G02
-23:14:22                                                                                                                     03:23:08-03:23:31&
                                                                                                                                    03:24:22-03:24:25]
                                                                                                                                    [also see 1X44
                                                                                                                                    04:32:26-04:34:08]

23:14:26      policeman on motorcycle stopping man in auto and giving him a ticket

23:16:24      clip from Lizzies Of The Field  (1924) - man driving auto, woman            [also see 1X72
                    walking on sidewalk being picked up in extended seat of auto                  17:13:37-17:22:34]
                    passing by
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23:23:17      auto submarine - front view of auto with rudders on the left and right side
-23:23:43     moving up and down, MCU driver behind steering wheel, rear
                    view of auto being driven into lake, MS auto being driven under water
                    with only top visible above water, MS auto with only periscope? visible
                    above water, MS man opening top hatch

23:23:47      men riding in giant wheels

23:24:16      rocket autos - MCU men working on jets of auto, jet auto along track,
-23:25:38     tracks, MCU two men putting explosives? into jets, MLS auto, jets
                    igniting, auto starting, various views of auto being driven on racetrack
                    with smoke clouds coming from behind, CU man working on jets of
                    Opel (German brand) rocket auto, MS driver getting into seat,
                    crowd around him watching, rear view of auto starting and driving

23:46:42      auto breaking down, man trying to repair it, woman leaving  (1910s)
-23:49:00

23:57:36      fifth wheel under autos - MS auto being driven backwards out of garage,
-23:58:21     fifth small wheel under rear of auto being set down on ground, rear of auto
                    being lifted above ground, auto turning 180 degrees in very narrow
                    circle, auto being driven off, MS auto being driven into small parking
                    space  with aid of 5th wheel, MCU side view of auto being driven
                    out of parking space

-23:59:24


